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Recent work hy I>. Passman [1] and n1. Smith [2] on group algebras has 
given a great deal of insight into the structure of such algebras. Their most 
striking results deal with the nature of groups whose group algebras satisfy 
polynomial identities. Using some of these results, we prove here a theorem 
which reveals a little more about the make-up of group algebras. 
Let G be any group; by d we shall mean the set of elements of G having a 
finite number of conjugates in G. It is easy to show that d is a normal subgroup 
of G. 
T1:c prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let G be a group such that A is of jkite index in G. Then, jbr 
any jield F, the group algebra F(G) of G ovey F possesses a classical riq of 
quotients. 
Proof. We shall prove that F(G) has a ring of left quotients; the same 
proof can be used to prove the existence of a ring of right quotients. Or, one 
can obtain the second from the first using the natural involution in F(G). 
In order to prove the existence of such a classical ring of left quotients 
we merely must verify the left Ore condition, namely, that given two elements, 
a and b in F(G) with b regular (i.c., a nonzero divisor), then we can find 
elements c and d in F(G), with d regular, such that da = rb. 
A trivial remark is first in order. Suppose that H is a subgroup of G and 
that a c F(H) is regular in F(H); then a is regular in F(G). One way of seeing 
this immediately is to note that F(G) is a free left module over F(H) with 
generators any set of cnset representatives of H in G. 
Suppose then that a, b E F(G) and that b is regular in F(G). Let II bc 
the subgroup of G generated by the supports of a and 6, that is, by the group 
elements present in the representation of a and b as linear combinations of 
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elements of G. Kow tl is clearly a finitely generated subgroup of G. hloreover, 
if we could find r and d in F(H), with d regular in F(H), such that da =- cb, 
then, by the above remark, ~1 would bc regular in F(G) and we would have 
established the 0re condition. What WC’ have managed to do so far is to show 
that vve may assume without loss of generality that G is finitely generated. 
So, henceforth in the argument, we make this assumption. 
By hypothesis, A is of finite index in G. Since G is finitely generated, b! 
a well-known theorem of Schreier, A, too, must bc finitely generated. Suppose 
that A is generated by a . . . . a,> ; then !!:(a,) {s E G ~ xaj 
finite index in G, hence $‘V(CZ~) 
n,sj is of 
IS of finite index in G. But fi V(CZ,) is 
precisely the center of A, which is an Abclian normal subgroup of G, since il 
is normal in G and the center of A is characteristic in A. In short, G has 
an .4belian normal subgroup :V of finite index. 
NOW F(G) is a free, finitclv generated left module over the commutative 
ring P(V). Suppose that g, ,..., g, are a complete set of coset representatives 
of :V in G; hence F(G) F(X)g, ... $ F(!V)gh . Suppose now that 
b tF(X) is regular and that u EF(G); u - m,g, + .‘. !- m,yg, , where 
the ftr, i- F(.\:). Let h, g&g, r; since X is normal in G, h, E-F(N) and since II 
is regular in F(S), so arc all the h, Since F(R’) is commutative, it is trivial 
that we can find ,x, EF(V), rf regular in F(!V) such that s,b, &z, for 
i I, 2 ,..., s. Let .v Xt,F1 t .‘. .v,~< ; we then have 
do t/lll,c~l ~~~ .” i hl~g~ .x,b,g, .” Lb&\ 
xlgtb .” j .x,gb 
sb. 
\Vc have shown that, given c( EF(G), b tF(iV) with b regular, then vve can 
find c tF(G) and d E F(&) with d regular, such that da cb. 
Let S bc the subset of regular elements of F(,\:); S is a multiplicativ-ely 
closed subset of F(G). Also, let F(lV),y bc the total ring of quotients of the 
commutative ring F(N) and let F(G)S be th e ring of fractions obtained from 
F(G) by inverting the elements of S. By our discussion in the paragraph 
above, every element in F(G), is of the form u-lx, where s E P(G) and u t S. 
Let’s consider the right regular representation of F(G)S as viewed as a free, 
finitely generated left module over F(N), ; that is, consider for a E F(G)S , the 
F(N), module homomorphism of F(G), into itself defined b) 
T, : F(G)s + F(G)s , 
where 7’,, sends any x into sa. \ve can view 7’,, as a matrix over F(i\;)s . 
Now, if a is regular in F(G), , then ker 7’,, : (0), hence, as a matrix, det T,, 
is a nonzero divisor in F(iV)S . However, the regular elements of F(N),y are 
all invertible inF(N), . Thus det T,, is a unit inF(Q. , and so the mapping T,, 
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WW~ be onto F(G)s . Therefore there exists a y EF(G)~ with ya --_ 1; since 
a is regular and (1 - uy) a = 0, we also have uy ~ 1. In other words, every 
regular element of F(G)s is invertible in F(G)s . Thus F(G)s is a classical 
ring of quotients for F(G) and so F(G) satisfies the Ore condition. Since, 
as we saw, it was enough to verify the Ore condition for finitely generated 
groups to get the result for all groups, we have pro\,ed the theorem. 
The theorem implies the following consequence: 
C‘OROLLARY 1. Let F(G) be the group algebra of thegroup G over the fieldF. 
Suppose that F(G) sntisjies a polynomial identity; then F(G) possesses a classical 
ring qf quotients. 
Proof. If F(G) satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n, then, by a lovely 
theorem of Passman [I], A is of index at most n! in G. Hence the corollary 
follows from the theorem. 
The proof of the theorem also reveals the following: 
C’OROLLARY 2. If F(G) satisjies a polynomial identity, then e%evy Tight 
vegulav element in F(G) is left regular. 
This corollary answers in the affirmative, in our special case, a general 
question asked by Susan Montgomery, namely: If F is any field, G any group, 
is every left zero divisor in F(G) also a right zero divisor ? 
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